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Upper and lower variational bounds on the fixed point of a monotone contrac- 
tion operator are given in terms of its subgradient. These bounds are 
generalizations of the MacQueen-Porteus bounds on the value vector in discounted 
Markov renewal programming. ( 1987 Academic Press, lnc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a discounted infinite-horizon Markovian decision process 
(Howard [4]) with fixed-point equation 
=.fb*);, I <ibN, (1.1) 
where 
and 
MfpO all k, i,,j (1.2) 
f Mf;, = h < 1 all i, k. (1.3) 
,“I 
Then x* is the unique fixed point of a contraction mapping (Denardo 
[ 11) and MacQueen [7] has provided the following bounds upon the fixed 
point x . *. for any approximation XE EN to x*, 
min 
max b,k+CL qfxt-x,l <x,y -x, 
I </<NkeA(/) (1 -h) 
< max max 
[a,k+C;y_, qx,-x,1 
(1 -h) ’ 
1 <i< N. (1.4) 
ISiGNktA(/) 
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The purpose of this note is to extend these bounds to fixed points of 
more general monotone contraction operators of the form (1.1) (1.2) 
where (1.3) is relaxed to 
p( [My’]) < 1 for all choices of k(i) E A(i), 1 < i 6 N. (1.3’) 
Applications to semi-Markovian decision processes and to equilibrium dis- 
tributions of Markov chains are given in Section 3. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Under conditions (1.2), (1.3’): 
(a) Let Y= {y~l? Iy,>C,“,, Mf:y,, 1 <idN, all k~A(i)}. Then 
Y is nonempty and every y E Y satisfies yi > 0 for 1 d id N. 
(b) The operatorf: EN + EN on the right side of (1.1) is a contraction: 
;o;u;~; y f Y, jl fu -full < 1 JIu - VII for all u, v E EN, with contraction 
A - maxdC, MI:Y,/Y,I < 1 and vector norm /lull = 
max 1 <;G N l”,l/YP tH ence f has a unique fixed point x*.) 
(c) For any x E EN, and any y E Y, 
~3, min max 
a; + CyZ1 Mj”l x, - xi 
1 
<x*-x, I <,,cN k.zA(i) Yj-Eff=, Mik,Yt 
< yj max max u,~+C~N_I M;x,-xj 1 l<i<N. (2.1) I</<NkeAl/) yi-C:L M::Y, ’ 
(d) Let g(j) E A(j) denote one of the maximizing alternatives in state j 
for (2. I ), 1 <j 6 N, and define tii = up(‘), A,, = Mt(‘), 3 = [I- a] ~ ’ 5, and 
c=min,.,GN (a+mx-x)J(y-my),. Then 
x+cyd.xdx*= max [Ii, - &$I”] - ’ [a;(‘)]. (2.2) 
k(i) E A(i) for each i 
Proof (a) Apply Howard’s policy iteration algorithm (Veinott [12]) 
to solve 
1 <i&N, (2.3) 
hence yj > C, Mi y, for all i and k, so y E Y. Let YE Y. Arbitrarily pick 
k(i) E A(i) for every i, and define M, E MiI’) and di z (y - My), > 0. Then 
(I- M)-’ = C,“=O M” exists and is non-negative so yi = [I- M] -’ di > 
d; > 0. 
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(b) Iffu, occurs when the maximum is at k = h(i), obtain for all i, 
Similarly (fu -jii), b -1y, 111~ -VII for all i. Hence 1l.f~ -fill <El I/U - ~(1. 
(c) Upper bound. Fix x E EN and y E Y, and then chose the scalar r 
such that 
(x+ry),aa:+ f @(x+ry),, all i and k. (2.4) 
Then x+ryaf(x+ry) and, since ,j” is monotone, x+ry3f(x+ry)> 
,f’(x+ ry)3 ... Zf”(x + ry) + x*, hence the upper bound x* <x + ry. 
Since y > Q, the tightest bound requires the smallest r satisfying (2.4), which 
leads to the upper bound in (2.1). 
Lower bound. Fix x E EN and y E Y, choose h(i) E A(i) for each i and 
then choose the scalar s such that 
l<i<N. (2.5) 
Then x+sy<f(x+sy) and x + sy < f(x + sy) d f“(x + sy) G ... 6 
f”(x + sy)+x*, hence the lower bound x+,sy<x*. Since y>Q, the 
tightest bound requires the largest s satisfying (2.5). But (2.5) for fixed i 
implies 
N 
sd max a;+ 1 Mfrx,-x, (2.6) kc Ali) r=, 
(with h(i) taken as the maximizing k for this i). Selecting the largest s 
which satisfies (2.6) for every i leads to the lower bound in (2.1). 
(d) For any choice of k(i) E A(i), 1 < i d N, 
x,* =f(~*)~ 2 afci) + ,gl Mf,(‘)x:, 1 <if N. 
Since [Z,- Mf;(‘)] has a nonnegative inverse, this implies x* 3 
[I-Mk,(“]P1[af”‘] for all choices, with equality if k(i) achieves the ith 
maximum in (1.1). This derives the rightmost equality in (2.2) and implies 
X < x via the specialization k(i) = g(i) for all i. 
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The inequality x + cy 6X is obtained as follows. The definition of c 
implies 5 + &Ix - x 3 c( y - My). Multiply by (I- li;i) - ’ 2 0 to obtain 
.f - x 3 cy. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) The bounds in (2.1) are sharp when x = x*. The bounds 
will be tight for any y E Y, provided the trial function x is sufficiently close 
to x*. The bounds in (2.1) depend only upon the direction, not length, of y. 
(2) The “1” in (2.3) may be replaced by any positive constant, hence 
y is nonunique and good choices for y E Y remains an open question. Com- 
putation of y is generally nontrivial and, in the worst case, may be almost 
as burdensome as solving (1 .l ) itself. If the maximum spectral radius on the 
left side of (1.3’) is close to unity, computation of y may also be liable to 
significant round off error. 
(3) In the special case (1.3) take yi = 1 for all i and (2.1) reduces to 
MacQueen’s bounds ( 1.4). 
(4) The usual bounds on the fixed point of a contraction operatorf 
are /Ix* -x/l < llfx - x/l/( 1 - I.), namely 
Ix* -x,1 dy, max max [a: + C;“= I M; Xt-xjl 1 <i<N. 
ICj<N &c/4(i) yi(l-%) ’ 
These are not as tight as (2.1). 
(5) Interpret X, = ap(‘) + I;“=, M$‘).F,, 1 d i< N, as the x-vector 
associated with the use of g(i), 1 < i < N. Then the rightmost equality in 
(2.2) says x* is the largest possible such vector, and that use of g(i), 
1 < i < N, is a reasonable choice (if x is near x*) because the resulting 
vector X is at least as good as the lower bound in (2.1). 
(6) An extension of the bounds (2.1) can be patterned after (Porteus 
[9], Ohno [S, Lemma 31) as follows. Suppose an operator f: EN -+ EN 
possesses a “subgradient” y = [ yi] > 0 along with numbers { cti, 1 < t < 2, 
1 d id N} satisfying 0 < c,, < 1 such that for all W, z E EN, 
f(w + 4 GWj + cti yi , Tkaa,xN (zkl~d3 ldi<N, (2.7) . . 
where t = 1 if maxk zk 3 0 and t = 2 if maxk zk < 0. (The operator f in (1.1) 
satisfies (2.7) with the choices cIi = maxkc A(i,[Cy’ 1 Mf: y,/yi], czi = 
mink.,(,,[C;Y=, MF, y,/y,].) Then any fixed point x* off must satisfy 
l<idN, (2.8) 
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for any x E EN, with equality when x=x*. The upper bounds in (2.8) are 
derived from (2.7) via the choices w = x, z = x* -x and selecting j such 
that z,/y, = max, Gk s N zkly,, thereby obtaining 
Xi+Zj=Xf=f(X*)j~f(?C)j+C,j)‘, ,mka:N (Zk/Yk) 
\ . 
for some t, whence 
=f(x), + c,,z, 
2 <.m, - x, < max max f(X)k - -yk ~ G 
?‘, ‘y,(l-c,,)‘I~k~N/=l.2yk(l -c/k) . 
Therefore, for all i, 
x* = x, + z, = X; + J’,(z,/Y;) 6 X, + yi(Zi/Ji) 6 X, + y,G, 
which is the right inequality in (2.8). The lower bounds are derived 
similarly via the choices w = x* and 2 = X--.Y*. The bounds in (2.8) are 
sharp when x=x*. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
(a) Bounding the Value Vector in Discounted Semi-Markovian Decision 
Processes (Howard [S], JeweN [6]). 
Here ( 1.3) is replaced by 
f Mt<l, alli,k. 
,’ I 
Then, with the choice yi= 1 for all i, Eq. (2.1) reduces to the bounds on the 
value vector given by the author (Schweitzer [lo], Federgruen and 
Schweitzer [ 3]), 
min max 
a: + C,“= 1 M$ x, - x, 
ICJCNktAlj) 1 -c;“=, M; 1 dx,*-xz 
d max max 
af+CF=l M:,x,--x, 
1 l-C,“=,M:: ’ 
1 <i< N. (3.1) 
I<,<NkcA(j) 
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(b) Bounding the Equilibrium Distribution in an Irreducible Markov Chain 
Here the equations are 
Nfl 
/=I 
N+l 
,;, n*=1> 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where there are N + 1 states and z* > 0 for all i. Divide (3.2) by 7~; + , and 
define .~*-n,*/nz,~, M,=Pii, a,=P,+,,;, l<i, j<N. 
Then (3.2) reduces to 
N 
x,*=a,+ 1 Mlix,?, l<i<N, (3.4) 
i= I 
with M, 3 0 and p(M) < 1 since M describes a transient Markov chain. 
This is of form (l.l), (1.2), (1.3’) (with each A(i) a singleton) and (2.1) may 
be used to obtain upper and lower bounds on .Y,* and consequently on IZ?. 
For details, including computation of the vector .v, see (Van der Wal [ 111). 
(c) Bounding the First Passage Times in a Transient Markov Chain 
Consider a Markov chain with N + 1 states and transition probability 
matrix cprll I i iI1 s N + I. For 1 < i < N, define x,+ = mean number of trans- 
itions until first entrance into state N + 1. These satisfy 
x* = 1 + $ P;,x/+, l<i<N (3.5) 
/=I 
with same structure as (3.4). Hence (2.1) supplies variational bounds on 
the first passage times. 
In cases (b) and (c), computation of both y and a good trial function x 
are each nontrivial. 
4. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES 
(a) Shift Invariance and Variational Expressions 
If the bounds in (2.1) are rewritten as 
ux, Y)i d x,* G w-x, Y);, l<i<N, XEE~, (4.1) 
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for any ye Y, then immediately follow both the shif invariance 
L(-x + by, Y)i= L(x, Y),> wx + by, Y), = wx, Y),, 1 didN, 
and the variational expressions 
-x,* = $$ U(x, Y),, ldi<N, 
XT = 2:: L(x, Y);, l<i<N. 
(4.2) 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
Equation (4.2) says that one may replace a trial function x by x+by with 
any scalar h, without altering the bounds. (4.3a), (4.3b) say that the 
bounds L and U are sharp for all i if and only if the trial function is 
x = x* + /7y for some scalar h. 
(b) Linear Program 
Equation (4.3a) suggests the easily verified property that x* is the unique 
optimal solution to the linear program, of Leontief type, 
min 1 dix,, 
i= 1 
w 
xi- 1 M;xj>af, 1 di<N, kEA(i), 
/=I 
(4.4) 
for any strictly positive choices of {d,}. For related ideas, see Federgruen 
and Schweitzer [3]. 
(c) The Case of Strictly Positive afi 
Consider the case where every a: > 0 (e.g., (3.5)), hence x* E Y, and 
where (say) successive approximations xc”+ ‘) =f(x’“‘) is used to compute 
an estimate x of x*. For sufficiently large n, x is near x* and consequently 
x E Y. Then the bounds (4.1) with y = x assume the simple form 
(provided x E Y). 
(The case where every a: > 0 can be easily achieved, if a vector y E Y 
is available, via the data transformation x7 +xF + dyi, a: + a; + 
d( yj - C;“_, Mty,) for sufficiently large scalar d.) 
The bounds in (4.5) are scale-invariant and are sharp when x is a 
multiple of x*. 
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5. RELATION TO DISCOUNTED SEMI-MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES 
There is a close connection between (1.1) and discounted semi- 
Markovian decision processes, as follows. With the change of variables 
x* = a* yi, a:=ciky,, A4; = if; yilyi 
the original fixed-point equation ( 1.1) transforms into 
N 
.i?T= max I$+ 1 tib.?: 1 , 1 <idN, k E A(i) ,= I (5.1) 
where, for YE Y, 
The pair (5.1), (5.2) is precisely the treatment of the value vector i* in 
an infinite horizon discounted semi-Markovian decision process (Howard 
[S], Jewel1 [6]), and any of the methods developed for the latter (suc- 
cessive substitutions, linear programming, policy iteration, bisection, 
acceleration, elimination of nonoptimal actions, monotonely-converging 
bounds on the value-vector, etc.) may be used for ( 1.1) as well. In par- 
ticular, the linear program (4.4) and the bounds (2.1) both are immediate 
consequences of the linear program for (5.1) and the author’s bounds (3.1) 
for (5.1). Similar remarks apply to (2.2). 
The vector norm /lull appearing in Part (b) of Theorem 1 is the weighred 
supremum norm used successfully by Wessels [ 131 in analyzing 
more general Markov decision processes, and the condition 
maxi maxk[C,“, , Mf: y,/y,] < 1 assures that associated matrix norm of 
every possible M matrix is strictly less than unity. The upper bound in (2.2) 
is essentially Wessels’ Lemma 3. 
6. NONSYMMETRIC BOUNDS 
Careful examination of the derivation of (2.1) reveals that the condition 
y, > C;“=, Mz y, for all i, k pairs may be relaxed, in some cases, to 
y, 2 x:;“=, MI: y,. The result is greater freedom in choosing y, and possibly 
tighter bounds, although at the expense of more complex bounding 
expressions than (2.1). 
The new bounds are asymmetric, however, because the upper [lower] 
bound requires y E Y(x)+ [y E Y(x)-], rather than y being drawn from the 
same set. Here, for any x E EN, Y(x)’ are defined by 
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Y(x) + = { y E EN 1 yi B C;“= i Mf: y, for all i, k pairs, with 
strict inequality for at least one such pair, and 
strict inequality for any pair satisfying 
u;+c;“=, Mf,x,-x,>O}. (6.1 
Y(x) z (v E EN 1 yi 3 C;“=, M$ y, for all i, k pairs, with 
strict inequality for at least one such pair. If 
any i satisfies .v, = C;“_ , Mf, ~7, for all k E A(i), 
then uf +C;“=, Mzx,-x,>O for at least one 
k E A(i)}. (6.2 
Since Y lies in both Y(x) and Y(x)+ for any .X E EN, restricting y to Y 
will recover the symmetric bounds in (2.1) (see Theorem 2 (b)). Other 
choices of y may yield asymmetric upper and lower bounds. Such asym- 
metry has been observed in other Markovian decision processes as well 
(Denardo [ 11, Federgruen and Schweitzer [3]). 
The following notation is needed for expressing the bounds: 
A(y,i)- 
1 
kEA(i)Iy;- 2 M;,y,>O 
I 
, 4’EEN, 1 <i<N, 
I=1 
Jl(y)-{iI A(y,i)isnonempty}, (6.3 
52(y)-{i~Jl(y) 1 either y, - Cy=“_, Mf:y, > 0 for all 
k E A(i) or else, whenever .r, - Cy= , M:, y, = 0, 
c(+c;“_, M;x-x,<o}. (6.4 
(The dependence of J2(y) upon x has been supressed.) 
N 
r(x, y) E max max 
itJl(s) ktA(l,.f) 
u” + 1 A,+, - x, Y,-&cY, 3 
, = I 1=l 11 (6.5 1 
N 
X(X, y) = min max 
itJ2(y) ke A(.v, i) 
a;+ 1 Mf,x,-x; Y,- t MI:Y* (6.6) 
I=1 l==I 11 
LEMMA. Let (1.2) and (1.3’) hold. Fix XE EN and let x* be the unique 
solution to (1.1). 
(a) For any ye Y(x)+ or yc Y(x)-, Jl(y) is nonempty andfor any 
iEJl(y), A(y, i) is nonempty. 
(b) For any y E Y(x)-, 52(y) is nonempty and for any iE J2(y), 
A( y, i) is nonempty. 
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(c) Zfye Y(x)+ or yE Y(x)-, then y3Q andy#Q. Also, ye Y(x)’ 
implies dy E Y(x) * for any scalar d > 0. 
(d) lfy~ Y(x*)+, rhen r(x*, y) = 0. 
(e) Ifye Y(x*)-, then s(x*, y)=O. 
(f) Zfy~ Y(x)+ andy,=O, thenx*,<xj. Zfy~ Y(x)- andy,=O, then 
x*3xj. 
Proof (a) If Jl( y) = @, then for every i there exists k(i) EA(I’) with 
y; = cy= , My’ y,. Iterating, using (1.3’), to obtain y = [Mi(“]” y + Q. But 
y=tJ contradicts the second condition in (6.1) or (6.2). The rest is just 
(6.3). 
(b) The second assertion follows simply from 52( y ) c Jl( y) and 
(6.3). Assume J2(y) is empty and get a contradiction as follows. 
A =Jl(y)/J2(y) 
iEJl(y) I thereexistskEA(i)withy’;- $ M:y,=O 
I=1 
anda:+ f Mix,-x,bO . 
I=, 
Hence for both i~Jl(y) and i$Jl(y) there exists h(i)~A(i) with 
y, = C;“=, Mi(‘) y,. As in (a), this implies the result y = 0 forbidden by the 
definition of Y(x) -. 
(c) For each i there exists h(i)EA(i) with y;>C;Y_, M$‘) y,, and 
iteration using (1.2) (1.3’) gives y 3 0. Both (6.1) and(6.2) forbid y = Q. The 
definitions of Y(x)’ allow replacement of y by dy. 
(d) The numerator in (6.5) is 60 when x=x*, so r(x*, y) ~0. 
Assume r(x*, y) < 0 and get a contradiction as follows. First, note (6.5) 
implies that af +I;“=, Mzx,? <XT for all iEJl(y) and keA(y, i). Hence 
the maximizing k in (1.1) say k = k(i), must satisfy yj = C;“=, M$(‘) y, for 
i E Jl (y). By definition, the maximizing k in (1.1) for i 4 Jl (y) must also 
satisfy y, = C;“=, M;(” y,. Then, as in the proof of part a, we find y = 0. 
(e) Since the numerator in (6.6) is <O when x=x*, s(x*, y) 60. 
Assume s(x*, y) ~0 and get a contradiction as follows. Let ioEJ2(y) 
denote (one of) the minimizing ts in (6.6). Since s(x*, y)<O, 
4 + C, WL,, x: - xt < 0 for all k E A(y, i0). Therefore the maximizing k in 
(1.1) when i= io must satisfy both a”,+C, Mk,,x,? -x$=0 and 
y, - Cr Mk,, , y, = 0. But this violates the last condition ‘in (6.4). 
(f) Let SE {iI yi=O}. S’ mce y3Q and y,aC,N=i Miy,aO, this 
implies that for in S and any k E A(i), Mz vanishes unless r E S, and also 
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that yj= C,“=, Mf: y,. In addition, since S is closed under any policy, we 
may rewrite Sas 
1 for all i E S. 
If ye Y(x)+, a: + x7=, Mf, x, 6 x, must hold for all i E S and k E A(i), 
due to the last condition in (6.1). Rewrite this as xi >f(x);, i E S, and 
induction obtains xi >fxi > . . . >f‘“x, -+ x” for i E S. 
If y E Y(x) -, then for each i E S, uk + Cy=, M: x, > xi must hold for at 
least one k E A(i), due to the last condition in (6.2). Rewrite this as x, <Jx!, 
i E S, and by induction, xi 6 fx, < . <f *xi + x,*. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since y E Y(x) * is nonnegative, part f ensures, for any x E EN, 
the existence of scalars r and s such that 
X*<x+ry, YE Y(x) +, 
x* 2- x + SJ’, YEY(X) 1 
namely by taking Y sufficiently large and s sufficiently small to satisfy the 
cases where y,>O. The next theorem provides the optimal choices for r 
and s. 
THEOREM 2 (Asymmetric Bounds). Let (1.2) and ( 1.3’) hold. Fix x E EN. 
Then 
(a) 
x* d x + yr(x, y) 
x* 3 x + ys(x, y) 
,for any yE Y(x)+, 
for any y E Y(x) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
These bounds are sharp when x = x* and depend only upon the direction, not 
length, of y. 
(b) The bounds (6.7), (6.8) reduce to (2.1) if ye Y is employed: 
Jl(y)=J2(y)= (1, 2 ,..., N} and A(y, i)=A(i),for alli. 
(c) The bounds (6.7), (6.8) are unchanged if (for fixed y E Y(x)‘) x is 
replaced by x + by for any scalar b. In particular, the bounds are sharp when 
x=x*+by. 
Proof. (a) Upper bound. The key idea is that r(x, y) is the smallest r 
which assures satisfaction of (2.4) for every i, k pair. The one case where 
(2.4) cannot be satisfied for any r-the existence of an i, k pair with both 
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yi = C;“=, MZ y, and a” + Cr=, Mtx, -xi > O-is excluded by the definition 
of Y(x)+. The remaining cases are either yj> C;“= I Mi y,, in which case 
[ 
N 
t-2 a;+ 1 M~x,-x[ I/[ Yi- 2 wry* 1=1 r=l 1 
(which leads to the value of r(x, y)), or an i, k pair with both 
y;= C;“=, A4: y, and CZ~ +I,“_, M$x,-xi<O, in which case (2.4) is 
satisfied for every r. 
Lower hound. The key idea is that s(x, y) is the largest value of s such 
that for each i, there exists h(i)EA(i) satisfying (2.5). The one case where 
(2.5) cannot be satisfied for any s-the existence of i such that every 
k E A(i) satisfies both y, = C;“= i MS y, and a: + C;“=, A4: x, - xi < O-is 
excluded by the definition of Y(X). Two cases remain. One case is an i for 
which there exists a k E A(i) satisfying both yj = C,“= 1 h4: y, and 
af;+CIN_, @x,-x,20, in which case (2.5) is satisfied with h(i)= k for 
any s. (This case cannot hold for every i, lest y = My imply y = 0, an 
impossibility.) The last case is i where either no ke ,4(i) has 
4’,= I,“= 1 MI: y, or where every k satisfying yj= I:,“=, M: y, also satisfies 
uf; + C,“=, M$x, - xi < 0. This is the case where iE J2(y), and the only 
possible way to satisfy (2.5) is to take h(i)EA(y, i). In this case, we require 
from (2.5) that 
which leads to (6.6). Sharpness when x =x* follows from (d) and (e) of the 
Lemma. Invariance to the length of y holds as in Theorem 1, since only the 
ratio of linear homogeneous functions of y occurs. Parts (b) and (c) are 
straightforward to verify. Q.E.D. 
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